SUPERLINER SL110
POLYBAG-IN-BOX WICKETED BAG INSERTER

OK INTERNATIONAL GROUP

The new Supeurliner SL110 pulls a bag from a wicket, opens and inserts the bag
automatically into a shipping case, crate, or tray and cuﬀs the bag over the edges.
The machine can be quickly adjusted to diﬀerent container sizes.
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T E C H N I C A L S P E C I F I C AT I O N S S U P E R L I N E R S L 1 1 0 :
Case range:
Bag lengths:
Bag gauges:
Bag material:
Bag magazine:

Magazine capacity:
Speed:
Case conveyor:

Electric:
Pneumatic:
Controls:
Guarding:
Finish:
Machine handing:
Conveyor height:

10.00” x 8.00“ x 4.00”
(L x W x H) min.
24.00“ x 18.00” x 20.00“
(L x W x H) max.
16.00” - 42.00“.
0.6 - 2.0 mils depending on material.
Wicketed bags, made from standard polyethylene ﬁlms
(HDPE, LDPE, blends and co-extrusions)
Fully guarded, dual rotary magazine with automatic wicket
change for continuous operation. Empty side can be loaded
during machine operation and has a safety interlock to
prevent wicket change during loading.
Single or multiple wickets up to 3” stack depth each side.
Up to 10 cycles per minute.
Integrated heavy-duty tabletop conveyor, length 98.50“
includes self centering side guides and clamp and stop for
container indexing.
480V, 3 Phase, 60Hz standard, other voltages to requirement.
80 - 100 psi, 1/2” supply.
PLC Controlled.
Full guarding with interlocked doors and in-feed and
discharge tunnels.
Powder coated, optional stainless steel.
Right to left or left to right.
Adjustable 22.00” - 32.00”.
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F E AT U R E S

BENEFITS

Automatic wicket change.

Provides continuous production, no downtime for
bag loading.

Quick and easy size change.

Maximum productivity and ﬂexibility.

Handles thin bags.

Lower cost bags compared to requirements for
other machines

Compact design.

Requires minimal ﬂoor space.

Powder coated ﬁnish.

Clean and durable, preferred in food industries and harsh
environments.

Automatic wicket change - provides continuous production.
Touchscreen for easy change over.
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